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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes an automatic system to generate a large amount
of data for the training of text detection systems for historical maps.
The system takes online maps as input and learns a conditional GAN
model, to generate realistic historical map images from existing
geographic datasets. Then the system uses the generated images
as the base map and inserts synthetic text. Since the system has
the control of text content, font style, and location, the system can
obtain ground truth information (minimum bounding boxes) of the
synthetic text. To overcome the challenge of content mismatch, the
proposed system uses a novel loss function to encourage the gen-
eration of historical cartographic symbols in the foreground areas
and discourage the generation in the background. The final output
is a set of images resembling historical maps and the minimum
bounding boxes around text regions on the images as annotations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Historical map is an important data source for understanding city
evolution and human activities. Many machine learning algorithms
have been developed to extract valuable information from historical
maps [1, 4]. One problem that hinders the automatic data extrac-
tion from the historical maps is the lack of training data. Existing
approaches either manually annotate a set of data or use data from
other domains for training. The first method is time-consuming
and labor-intensive, while the second method usually suffers from
the issue of domain mismatch. For example, if we want to train a
text detection system for historical maps and use the real-life im-
ages for training, it is often the case that the system fails to detect
single characters. The reason is that real-life images rarely contain
single-character, as most of them are words.

Generative adversarial networks (GAN) [3] can perform style
transfer to help generate synthetic data in another data domain.
The major challenge in generating historical map images from ex-
isting geographic datasets is the content mismatch. For most of
the existing GAN models, such as Pix2Pix [3] and CycleGAN [6],
the object outlines in the training data for both styles should be
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Figure 1: Comparison of open street map (a), historical map
from National Library of Scotland (b). In (c), white region is
the foreground and gray region is the background.

about the same. While in our case, the outline for modern maps and
historical maps varies significantly. The variation is majorly due
to the differences in the level of details (i.e., data generalization).
Lines and shapes that do not appear on online maps sometimes
appear in historical maps. Another reason for the content mismatch
is the occurrence of human activities during the years: people build
new roads and structures while old ones become abandoned. For
example, Figures 1 (a) and (b) show the differences between Open-
StreetMap (OSM) and historical maps from Ordnance Survey maps
depicting the same location but from a different time.

2 METHODOLOGY
We build a conditional generative adversarial network, based on
Pix2Pix [3], to generate synthetic historical map images. We jointly
train a discriminator and a generator that take OMS maps as in-
put and produce the corresponding maps in historical style. The
generator is responsible for the synthetic image generation, and
the discriminator is responsible for differentiating the real image
patches from the generated patches. The novel contribution is that
different from Pix2Pix, which generates the whole image at once,
the proposed network separates the image generation step into
two pieces: foreground generation and background genera-
tion. The two-piece process ensures the resulting image to have a
clean background while still have strokes on the foreground.

2.1 Foreground and Background Separation
One important step in pre-processing is the the separation of fore-
ground and background for OSM images. We first divide the input
OSM image x into small tiles of size S × S pixels, and suppose there
areM × N tiles. LetMask be an indicator function that applies on
each tile Bi, j where i = {1...M} and j = {1...N }. (Note that Bi j is of
the dimension S × S pixels.) TheMask can be defined as following.

Mask(Bi, j ) =

{
IS×S |max(Bi j ) −min(Bi j )| ≤ δ

0S×S otherwise
(1)
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wheremax(Bi j ) extracts the maximum color intensity within tile
Bi j , and similarly formin(Bi j ). δ is a small value in range 0-255 and
we used 5 in the experiments. DefineMask(x) as the concatenation
ofMask(Bi, j ) for tiles Bi j that are inside x .

Mask(x) = Concat∀(i ∈{1...M }, j ∈{1...N })(Mask(Bi, j)) (2)

Figure 1(c) shows the computed mask. For the foreground regions,
the generated content should be similar to historical map, while for
the background regions, the generated content should be close to
the historical map background color. Then it comes to the question:
what should be the background color?

Although all the Ordnance Survey historical maps have a yellow-
ish tone, the shade could vary a lot due to the lighting conditions.
To determine the background color, we obtain the intensity value
that appears most frequently for each channel and take that value
as the mode intensity. When combining the color intensity from
all three channels, we could obtain a color value that most of the
pixels look like in the map (i.e., the background color).

2.2 Historical Map Generation
We construct a conditional-GAN model that is composed of a gen-
erator G(x , z;θд) and a discriminator D(x ,u;θd ) similar to Pix2Pix
[3], where x is the input feature vector, z is a random noise and u
could be either real data y or generated data fromG . The generator
tries to learn a mapping of (x , z) → y and discriminator tries to
distinguish y from G(x , z) with the knowledge of x . Formally, the
objective is to find θд and θd that optimizes

min
G

max
D

L(D,G) =Ex,y [loдD(x ,y)]

+Ex,z [loд(1 − D(x ,G(x , z)))]
(3)

To generate realistic images from G that fools the discriminator D,
we also need to define a loss to minimize the the distance from y
and G(x , z) in L1 distance space.

Since we separate the generation of foreground and background,
we need to have two loss functions. The loss for foreground is
defined as

LL1−f д = Ex,y,z [| |y ∗M −G(x , z) ∗M | |1]

= Ex,y,z [| |(y −G(x , z)) ∗M | |1]
(4)

and the loss for background is defined as
LL1−bд = Ex,y,z [| |C ∗ (1 −M) −G(x , z) ∗ (1 −M)| |1]

= Ex,y,z [| |(C −G(x , z)) ∗ (1 −M)| |1]
(5)

where y is the foreground region of the historical map and C is
the calculated background as in Figure 1(c).

2.3 Putting Text on the Map
Kang et al. [5] have shown that text can not be synthesized correctly
through GAN models. Thus we need to add text on the synthetic
map image as post-processing. We use 14 historical font styles from
FontSpace [2] and use the text corpus of geo-locations provided by
the National Library of Scotland (NLS) to generate locations instead
of random meaningless words. In terms of the text morphosis, we
generate horizontal, vertical, rotated, and curved poses.

3 PRELIMINARY RESULTS
To obtain training data for our conditional-GAN model, we down-
loaded historical map tiles from the Ordnance Survey website with

Figure 2: Visualization of our conditional-GAN model re-
sults. The First row is the model input (OSM map tiles) and
the second row is the model output (historical map tiles).

the zoom-in level 16. Then we find corresponding regions on Open-
StreetMap (OSM). The map tiles are all of size 256x256 pixels. After
the model was trained to converge, we applied the model on the
test set, which took only OSM map tiles as input and generated
Ordnance-Survey-style historical maps. Figure 2 shows some sam-
ple outputs generated by our model. Afterward, we concatenated
neighboring four tiles to produce map images of size 512x512.

With the above process, we finally obtained 7,482 base images.
For each image, we generated 10 (image, text) pairs which basi-
cally added 10 groups of various text on one base image. For each
sample, we generated a .txt file describing inserted text infor-
mation: (content ,x1,y1,x2,y2,x3,y3,x4,y4,xc ,yc , sin, cos,w,h). In
the end, we had a dataset with 75,000 samples, which can be used
for training deep-learning based text detection and recognition sys-
tem. For future work, we will use OSM text label locations instead
of randomly generated locations to place the text content.

Figure 3: Sample images from the created dataset.
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